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Background: DNA Structure

DNA strands are sequences of 4 different kinds of bases: A, C, G and T.

There are approx. 108 bases in a chromosome strand in the Human

Genome.

Clones are subintervals from the chromosomal DNA:

A G A T C G T... ...

Approx. 200,000 bases



Background: DNA Sequencing

Two kinds of sequencing experiments:

1) Shotgun sequencing — Generate many short “subclone” fragments

(assume all of same length), randomly scattered on clone. Experiment

then allows us to determine sequence at each end of subclone.

−→ Two read lengths (approx. 500 bases each) per subclone.

Clone

Subclone Subclone

Subclone

Cost = CS per read length.



Background: DNA Sequencing

2) Walking — Extend the part of sequence determined by shotgun

experiments, so as to fill up gaps, one read length at a time. Much more

costly than shotgun sequencing.

Clone

Subclone Subclone

Subclone

Walking

Cost = CW per read length.

Due to error inherent in sequencing experiments, results are only

considered reliable once all bases have been sequenced at least 3 times.



Site model: Simple case

Imagine clone as a sequence of “sites”, each being one read length (say

500 bases) long. Take clone length to be m1 sites.

Now assume that all read lengths at the ends of subclones correspond

exactly to these sites (a coarse 1-D lattice).

Assume furthermore that locations of shotgun-sequenced read lengths are

independent random variables.

−→ Given a shotgun experiment with n/2 subclones, there are n
independent, random positions for sequenced read lengths.



Site model: Simple case

One can write down the expected “finishing cost” for sequencing all sites 3

times:

Csimple = nCS +
2∑
j=0

m

(
n/2
j

)(
2
m1

)j (
1− 2

m1

)n/2−j
(3− j)CW

m is insert length, the number of sites in the clone that are of interest in

sequencing.

For our purposes, take m = 375 and m1 = 400.



Site model: Simple case
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When CW/CS > m1/m, Csimple has a unique minimum.



Site model: General case

Now add a new subtlety: when a walk is performed multiple times over a

given read length, the first walk costs CW but all following walks cost only

CS.

Expected finishing cost is then:

Cgeneral = nCS +
2∑
j=0

m

(
n/2
j

)(
2
m1

)j (
1− 2

m1

)n/2−j
[CW + (2− j)CS]

What happens if we drop site constraint?



Coverage model: Simple case

Shotgun positions are random, so in general walking will require filling

gaps that take up a non-integer number of read lengths. But walking

experiments sequence one read length at a time, so there will be

unavoidable redundancy. How can we reduce this?

Consider a reconstructed shotgun coverage profile, viewed as “cityscape”:
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Coverage model: Simple case

Interestingly, greedy algorithm is optimal for this flavor of coverage model:

• Take optimal solution (degenerate)

• Going from left to right, push each walk as far to right as possible

without introducing new “deficits”

• Each walk now begins only where absolutely necessary, i.e., greedy

solution

−→ Linear-time algorithm!



Coverage model: General case

Now look at the more general case: when a walk is performed multiple

times over a given read length, the first walk costs CW but all following

walks cost only CS.

What happens in this more realistic situation?



Coverage model: General case

We can no longer use same greedy method as before. It may now be in our

interest to perform multiple walks over a single read length.

Let α = (CW − CS)/CS. Cost of µ-fold multiple walk is then CS(µ+ α).

Approximation algorithms:

• α small — use old greedy method. Cost ≤ 1 + α times optimum.

• α large — scan from left to right, over each read-length interval

perform a µ-fold multiple walk where µ is greatest deficiency found

anywhere in that interval. Cost ≤ 1 + 2/(1 + α) times optimum.

−→ Stronger bound: Cost ≤ 1 + 1/(3/2 + α) times optimum.



Coverage model: General case

Dynamic programming solves problem to optimality in polynomial time:

• Decompose problem into subproblems — intermediate stages of optimal

solution, working from left to right — specified by first breakpoint

position (1 to mn), length by which rightmost walk extends past there

(1 to n) and multiplicity of this walk (1 to 2)−→ 2mn2 choices

• Define recursion from old to new subproblem: place walk with some

multiplicity (1 to 3) at unique breakpoint position−→ 3 choices

• Solve subproblems in order of increasing complexity, store solution each

time. Look up solutions of old subproblems as necessary.

−→ 2mn2 subproblems × 3 lookups/subproblem = 6mn2 operations



Conclusions

• Efficient DNA sequencing algorithms are essential to Human Genome

Project, and simple machinery from combinatorial optimization can be

adapted to this application

• For simple case: linear-time algorithm

• For more general case: polynomial-time algorithm (with linear-time

approximations)

• Strand considerations easy to add, do not increase complexity

• Further experimental realities, such as probabilistic shotgun profile and

additional walking constraints, are yet to be introduced — success of

dynamic programming inspires optimism
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